Venue overview as of March 2020 - subject to changes

**Hall 1**
- ESMO Examination
- ESMO Press & Media centre

**Hall 2**
- Registration
- Entrance

**Hall 3**
- Barcelona: 1200 seats
- Valencia: 1500 seats
- Toledo: 800 seats

**Hall 4**
- Granada: 1000 seats
- Salamanca: 700 seats

**Hall 5**
- Madrid: 7500 seats
- Speaker Centre

**Hall 6**
- Central Square

**Hall 7**
- Leon: 600 seats
- Oviedo: 600 seats

**Hall 8**
- Pamplona: 1500 seats
- Leon: 600 seats

**Hall 9**
- Bilbao: 1000 seats
- Cartagena: 800 seats
- Burgos: 100 seats

**Hall 10**
- Malaga: 1000 seats
- Granada: 1000 seats
- Sevilla: 3000 seats

*Venue overview as of March 2020 - subject to changes*